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Abstract—The classical approach of evolutionism is based on the concept of the survival of the fittest individuals. More and
more data indicate that natural selection often acts with supraindividual mechanisms favoring genes and actions harmful
for the individual. The most striking type of cases is when an individual kills himself or his offspring by actions genetically
determined or favored. The neologism “phenoptosis” describes these events and implicates that they are not evolutionary
anomalies but physiological phenomena determined by natural selection. The most important and familiar kind of phenop
tosis, the “slow phenoptosis” or aging, which is currently considered an inevitable and scarcely changeable event, is trans
formed by this different interpretation into a function, in principle modifiable and manageable. Perhaps, the neologism
“phenoptosis” will represent, together with the term supraindividual selection, the mark of a vital enrichment of evolu
tionism, conceived in broader terms of which the individual selection is just a particular case, and will be referred to as the
brand and the standard for the start of a new era.
DOI: 10.1134/S0006297912070139
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In the classic formulation of Darwinism, evolution
follows from the survival of the fittest to live and repro
duce. It is clearly a concept based primarily on the selec
tion at the individual level. But, from its initial concep
tion, the idea of selection only at the individual level was
impossible. In fact, reproduction necessarily requires
actions involving two parents – or at least one in the cases
of parthenogenesis – and one or more young, and even
with only two individuals the selection is no longer about
a single individual. As trivial example, a mother breast
feeding a child subtracts resources for herself to allow the
survival of the child, and she should limit this loss of
resources to increase her possibilities of survival and of
future reproduction, while the child has opposite needs. A
simplistic remedy is to consider the offspring as a genetic
extension of the individual, which remains the object of
selection, and the problem seems solved, albeit with some
bias.
However, the situation quickly becomes much more
complex, with quite disconcerting consequences, even for
apparently very simple cases. Let us consider the black
eagle (Aquila verreauxii) that can successfully breed only
one chick at a time because the difficulties of finding food
for two or more young would cause the death of all off
spring. In a hasty assessment, the most logical action may

seem – in evolutionary terms – to lay a single egg and
provide the best of nutrition and survival for that single
offspring only. On the contrary, the bird lays two eggs and
one of them hatches before the other. The young that is
born first kills its brother with blows to the face and body
until it lies inert or dead, all without the mother trying to
stop him in any way [1]. This behavior seems strange and
unnecessarily cruel but has its own logic. The second egg
has a backup function; it is used in cases where the first
egg does not hatch or in cases where the first born is
unable to offend or defend itself. The elimination of the
other young of the brood is essential for the survival of the
first. The apparent waste of resources and the cruelty of
the action can be justified in evolutionary terms only by
appealing to superindividual causes.
This case is not limited to black eagles or even to
birds as a category: “Pandas routinely give birth to twins
but nurse only one. The second is dropped to the ground
and left to die. … In a variety of predatory birds – peli
cans, eagles, boobies, cranes – siblings play the role of
executioner. Two eggs are laid, and they hatch at unusual
ly long intervals for birds, several days apart. The first
chick to hatch gains an immediate size and strength
advantage over its younger sibling. When the second chick
hatches, it faces an unrelenting assault from its brother or
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sister that ends only when one, almost always the younger,
dies” [2]. In sand tiger sharks, the first to hatch in the
maternal uterus searches for and kills all its own brothers
and sisters [3].
Our species is also strongly involved in this type of
phenomena.
At menarche, it is estimated that a woman has
300,000 egg cells, or oocytes. Each month, a group of
oocytes is stimulated by a folliclestimulating hormone,
but the egg cell that first reaches a certain dimension
eliminates all other oocytes by biochemically inducing
their suicide by apoptosis. Furthermore, in the early
stages of embryo formation, only those fertilized eggs
without genetic defects are allowed to implant in the
womb. In other words, there are many early abortions,
which are generally not recognized as such. In the next
weeks, many fetuses are eliminated because they are
somehow defective, or even simply because they are one
of a couple of twins: “Multiple births are rare in humans,
but multiple conceptions are not. As many as one in every
eight pregnancies begins as twin conceptions, though few
survive intact to birth; twins constitute only one in every
80 to 100 live births …” [2].
Other fetuses are eliminated because they have
scarce antigen variability and this reduces the resistance
to infective diseases [4]. Evidence of this phenomenon
(“cryptic female choice” [5]) was well documented in an
isolated community [68].
After birth, the killing of the offspring continues. In
the study of 60 primitive societies, 112 circumstances (not
single cases!) in which newborns were habitually killed
were reported. There were various motivations for these
killings, including inadequate parental resources (40),
deformed or ill newborns (21), or the birth of twins (14)
[9].
This series of phenomena is just one of many cate
gories of events for which the selection conceived in indi
vidual terms is clearly inadequate. In fact, the countless
forms of grouping and social behavior at all levels and
types, and in particular the socalled eusociality of many
species of ants, bees, and termites, are utterly inexplicable
without using mechanisms of supraindividual selection.
In many cases, to explain these phenomena one has to
appeal to grouplevel or even specieslevelbenefits.
These arguments were challenged in general [10, 11], but
a new model was formulated that solved many of these
difficulties and seemed to give a conclusive answer.
This new theory, “kin selection” [1214], no longer
regarded the individual as the central point of the selec
tion but the gene. From this perspective, the researcher
must consider the fact that a gene is present both in the
individual where it acts and in related individuals upon
which its actions have an impact. The advantages and dis
advantages for all these individuals must be taken into
account when assessing whether or not a gene is favored
by natural selection.

Kin selection is a powerful explanatory tool, and it
can shed light on many behaviors with relative ease. For
this reason, it is considered to be the theory that founded
sociobiology, and for a time it was considered the key to
explaining the eusociality observed in many species of
insects (bees and ants, in particular) [15, 16].
However, justifying insect eusociality by appealing to
haplodiploidy – as kin selection does – has since been
disputed. This is because many nonhaplodiploid species
(e.g. termites) are eusocial and the association between
eusociality and haplodiploidy does not seem statistically
significant. Moreover, models of population structure
appear to be a better approach to justify and study euso
ciality [17].
Besides, kin selection for demes in competition
composed by one or few clones in fact is group selection.
Thus kin selection cannot always be considered an alter
native to the taboo of group selection.
There are other hypotheses, models, or types of
mathematical approach that have also been proposed to
account for supraindividual selection (e.g. selective
mechanisms that increase the rate and the possibilities of
evolution, or evolvability [18, 19]).
All these considerations are not at all a careful and
accurate description of the theoretical debate that is
about the analysis of evolutionary mechanisms regarding
supraindividual selection. Their aim is simply to high
light that evolutionism has been gradually transformed
from an evaluation of selective mechanisms formulated
exclusively, or primarily, in terms of individual selection,
into a more extensive supraindividual evaluation, of
which the strictly individual level of selection is only a
special case.
As part of this transformation, a very important fact
was missing and, vice versa, the consequent inclusion of
this fact in a much broader context was lacking.
It is well known that many species of animals and
plants have a lifespan that is strictly and clearly planned.
In his authoritative textbook, Finch dedicated a whole
long chapter to these species [20]. The fact that for many
species the death of individuals is genetically pro
grammed and favored by natural selection is therefore
nothing new. But, it is also well known that for many
species, including our own, there is from a certain age
(30 years for our species), a timerelated gradual decline
of fitness, that is an agerelated increase in mortality
rate. The current opinion is that this phenomenon is the
result of weak selection at ages in which few individuals
survive, or alternatively of selection of characters that are
advantageous at young ages but harmful at older ages.
Overall, the current view is therefore that this agerelat
ed increasing mortality is a phenomenon caused by
unavoidable factors, which are either not directly favored
by selection or insufficiently opposed by it. However,
there are a number of lines of evidence against these
mainstream views – evidence, which suggests that the
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phenomenon is planned and directly favored by selection.
This evidence includes:
1) The existence of many species in which the phe
nomenon does not exist and there is equal fitness at any
age [21, 22], species defined as having “negligible senes
cence” [20], or even an agerelated increase of fitness,
called “negative senescence” [23]. This is not explained
by current theories.
2) According to the current view, there should be a
positive correlation between high environmental (or
extrinsic) mortality and intrinsic mortality, but empirical
data show that the correlation is inverse [24], as it should
be if the phenomenon was programmed and favored by
selection [25, 26]. Not one of the supporters of current
theories has ever attempted to explain this contradiction,
or even admitted that a problem exists.
3) The interpretation of the phenomenon as some
thing programmed necessarily requires the existence of
specific mechanisms, genetically determined and regulat
ed, which leads to the fitness decline. Conversely, if the
phenomenon is not programmed, the existence of aging
causing mechanisms is not expected and indeed they
would be in total conflict with this interpretation [26]. In
regard to these mechanisms, there is increasing docu
mentation and awareness that the decline of physical
functions is determined by limitations in cell turnover,
which in turn are controlled by the telomere–telomerase
system and by the progressive activation of a specific
on/off program defined as cell senescence [27]. In partic
ular, cell senescence, which has been considered a “fun
damental cellular program” [28], is reversed to the off
state, with the return to youthful conditions and the reac
tivation of duplication capacities, by telomerase intro
duction in somatic cells [2932]. Moreover, telomerase
reactivation in aged mice with artificially blocked telom
erase shows a marked reversal of all degenerative manifes
tations, even for the nervous system [33]. These results
are hardly justifiable in keeping with the nonpro
grammed hypotheses of senescence: the justification of
the telomere–telomerase system as a general defense
against cancer, the only proposed explanation, is weak
and contradicted by empirical data and theoretical argu
ments [26, 34].
4) Moreover, the current evolutionary interpreta
tions of aging (specifically, antagonistic pleiotropy and
disposable soma hypotheses) are based on the assump
tion that the beneficial effect of a longer life span cannot
be obtained without incurring a cost [35]. But, this
should be proven. Currently the evidence in support of
this assumption is not only lacking, but there is clear evi
dence against it in particular important cases. For exam
ple, a) there is a clash between the predictions of dispos
able soma theory and the association of caloric restric
tion with a greater longevity [36]; b) there is the possibil
ity of evolving “both a long life and alternative antican
cer defenses” [34].
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To mark (and emphasize) the idea that individuals
are sacrificed by supraindividual selective mechanisms,
the neologism “phenoptosis” was coined [37].
Strangely, no one before Skulachev – who is not an
evolutionary biologist – had thought to unify under a sin
gle term phenomena very different from each other in the
mechanisms and expressions but firmly united by a com
mon and wellknown evolutionary logic: the individual is
completely expendable if supraindividual selective
mechanisms require this.
With the same logic, the agerelated growth of mor
tality in species such as ours has been defined as “slow
phenoptosis”, a beautiful expression coined by the same
Scholar [38, 39], marking the evolutionary analogy with
many other forms of phenoptosis that are entirely differ
ent in their specific causes and mechanisms.
The analogy between the terms phenoptosis and
apoptosis (the word which inspired the neologism) is not
just semantics. By considering a multicellular organism as
an immense clone highly organized and differentiated
(and it should be noted that the first multicellular organ
isms derived from clones that have gradually acquired an
increasing cellular specialization and organization), the
apoptosis of a cell in a multicellular organism is phyloge
netically similar to the phenoptosis of an individual with
in a clone.
Moreover, if we consider that bacterial proapoptosis
[40], sometimes expressed in the form of mass suicide
[41] and modulated by mechanisms clearly phylogeneti
cally related to apoptosis in unicellular eukaryotes [42],
which also show forms of single [43] and mass suicide
[44], the underground ties and the analogies among bac
terial proapoptosis (alias phenoptosis in these unicellular
organisms), apoptosis of singlecell eukaryotes (alias
phenoptosis in this case too), apoptosis in multicellular
organisms, and phenoptosis of multicellular organisms,
become even more evident.
How is it possible to mark with symbolic words the
distinction between an idea of evolution focused on the
individual and a different conception based mainly on
mechanisms of supraindividual selection (and of which
the individual selection is only a special case)?
The term “kin selection” is too restrictive and only
indicates a method, although very important, of analysis
of supraindividual selection. The expression “selfish
gene” has too much of the flavor of a selection based on
the single gene, rather than the single individual, and
does not reflect well the assumed central importance of
the supraindividual selection.
Perhaps, there are two words that best interpret the
new concept in the distinction from the old idea. The first
is the expression “supraindividual selection” that
describes a category of tools of analysis and evaluation
(here not precisely defined) in contrast to the oversimpli
fied view of the first conception. The second is the very
expression “phenoptosis”, both because it pinpoints the
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sacrifice of the individuals as a pivotal characteristic of
evolution, and because it places in the center a particular
category of phenoptosis, the slow phenoptosis, indicating
too that, being a genetically programmed and regulated
function, it is also open to modifications and control.
In a more general framework, in particular outside
the scientific world, the transition from methodologies
focused on individual selection to others focused on
supraindividual selection does not appear capable of
arousing noteworthy attention. But, if we consider that
this step involves the transformation from the concept
that aging is an inevitable and scarcely changeable event
to a new outlook for which aging is a function, in princi
ple modifiable and manageable, this will certainly be
object of the greatest interest.
For these reasons, the neologism “phenoptosis”, to
which the name of this journal has been dedicated, is not
just another technical term to use in a small circle of spe
cialist scholars, but potentially a term to be referred to as
the brand and the standard for the start of a new era.
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